Workforce
Management

Online
Induction
Effectively manage operative induction
and save valuable time on site.

www.biositesystems.com

By digitising the online induction process, Biosite’s solution saves valuable
time on site and ensures only operatives with the right credentials and
skills are permitted access. Linked to the CSCS database for validation, it
removes paperwork and reduces costs before an operative sets foot on site.
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Subcontractor
pre-registration and
access permissions

Operative induction
online to save time
on site

Credentials
verification before
access approval

Unique fingerprint
to grant access
to site

On-site specific
briefing covering
local access points
and hazards

Centralised
operative database
to ensure consistent
data capture

Why Biosite?

Approved CSCS partner
As a trusted IT partner of the CSCS scheme,
Biosite’s system reads and imports CSCS
SmartCard and photographic information,
with all relevant credentials validated against the
CITB database before arrival on site. Operatives
are automatically locked out of site if their cards
are flagged as fake or their accreditations have
expired, with the option of setting up credential
expiration alerts via text and/or email.

It is more accurate than standard fingerprint
scanners, facial recognition or conventional swipe
card and PIN-based identification systems. It is
also faster, with rapid fingerprint matching in < one
second for quicker throughput.

One person, one profile promise
Biosite’s solution generates an accurate single
operative profile – for direct employees and
subcontractors – allowing main contractors to
establish a true working history, credentials and
warning record of everyone on site.

Part of a market-leading workforce
management solution
Biosite’s workforce management solutions
links this unique biometric data directly to
operative information and site access for
real-time traceability.

This means Biosite delivers 100% accuracy at
enrolment, with the ability to match and de-duplicate
multiple profiles as operatives move around sites,
which also ensures GDPR compliance.

Biosite technology is underpinned by a unique
biometric algorithm, designed for the low quality
fingerprints found in construction.
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